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patient needs Palliative
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Designation
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Lead Clinician email
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contact(s)

Patient first name
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NHI

Date of Birth

Gender

Ethnicity

Level of care

Main condition

Clinicial indication within
condition

Relevant medications

Palliative Pathway Activation

02-11-2017 10:33:09

Aged Residential Care Facility

01-11-2017

02-11-2017

Yes

Test Doctor

GP

Ambridge Rose Manor

deannaw@easthealth.co.nz

021665521

John

Wilson

ABC6666

1 January 1920

Male

NZ Maori

Rest home

Dementia/frailty

Dementia

Paracetamol
Lactulose
Fluoxetine
Aspirin
Betaloc
Simvastatin
Carvedilol
Amitryptilline
M Eslon



Allergies

Other relevant medical
conditions

Current phase of illness

AKPS Score

My goals described

Care required to achieve my
goals

My needs described

Next of kin:

Is EPOA in place?

My emotional and spiritual
needs described

Patient statement

Nil Allergies

Nil

Unstable

60% - Able to care for most needs, but requires occasional assistance

Generally happy that is in the right place and has discussed approach to dying
before. Surprised by the fact that this meeting has been called but sees the point
of it. Wants to make sure that things are done properly at the end, especially
around estate.

Has further questions which need discussion with family around finances when
he leaves the world. Wants to spend time with each family member individually
as well as together.

Has further questions which need discussion with family around finances when
he leaves the world. Wants to spend time with each family member individually
as well as together.

Judy Daughter

No

Spiritual care option could provide him with a better internal peace. He would
ideally speak in Maori, which he has maintained, even after all these years (his
words) Given the opportunity he will talk to anyone that can make his journey
smoother.

The patient has been informed and consented for this information to be passed
to a specialist palliative care team.


